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Abstract

In this Note, data driven methods for the estimation of L1 trigger efficiency using cosmic muons runs
in CMS detector collected during 2008 (CRAFT08) have been discussed. We have used data from
different muon detection subsystems of barrel region only: Drift Tube (DT) Chambers and Resistive
Plate Chambers (RPC). The measurements considered are efficiency of DT-vs.-RPC and the Tag-and-
Probe methods and finally both the methods are combined and compared with simulated data. An
agreement of 2-3% has been achieved.



1 Introduction
The Level-1 (L1) trigger in CMS is designed to identify the good objects like electrons, muons, photons, jets
and missing (transverse) energy which come from the hard interaction. The L1 trigger is the starting step of
physics event selection and a decision is required within a time span of the bunch crossing rate (viz., 25 ns for
the instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1). L1 trigger involves the calorimetry and muon system as well as
some correlation of information from these systems. L1 muon trigger [1] is one of the sub-system in L1 trigger
system of the CMS which provide information from RPC, CSC and DT chambers to make decision about event
selection. The excellent spatial precision of DT and CSC ensure sharp momentum threshold for acceptance and
their multilayer structures help in reducing background. RPCs are dedicated trigger detectors and have superior
time resolution which help in identification of bunch crossing. Complementary feature of DT/CSC and RPC
detectors allows us to build two trigger system which deliver two independent information about a track. Another
important advantage of the two systems is the possibility for cross-checks and cross-calibrations.

Since our analysis depends on the granularity of the detector and some of the results are presented in terms of co-
ordinates, we briefly describe the structure of the relevant muon-subdetectors. The barrel region of muon chamber
[2] in CMS detector extends upto (|η| <1.2) and consists of 4 concentric stations of 250 chambers (DT/RPC). It is
divided into 5 wheels, which in turn, have 12 sectors along φ direction, each covering an azimuthal angle of 30o.
There are some cracks between adjacent sectors. Wheels are labelled consecutively from YB−2 for the furthest
wheel in −z to YB+2 for the furthest is +z, while sectors are labelled in order of increasing Φ beginning with
the sector centered at Φ = 0. Sectors 3 and 4 in wheels YB−1 and YB+1, respectively, host the chimneys for the
magnet cryogenic lines. The 0th wheel and first wheel has gap 20 cm whereas gap between first and second wheel
is of 12 cm. Two innermost stations have sandwitched layer of RPC chamber between DT chambers whereas two
outermost stations consist of each DT chamber coupled with 1, 2, or 4 RPC chambers depending on sector and
station.

While studying the absolute flux or the charge asymmetry, it is important to know the trigger efficiency and the
detector acceptance (solid angle coverage). Since the physics model of showers used in the Monte Carlo event
sample may not be so reliable, it is preferred always to have methods which can be applied on the real data to
calculate the trigger efficiency. Here two independent methods (DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe) for estimation of L1
trigger efficiency are validated. Eventually both methods are combined to cover the regions which are not covered
by one of the methods. For example, DTvsRPC gives good performance at low momentum ranges but it fails to
provide reliable measurements, naturally, in the crack regions.

2 Data and Monte-Carlo samples
Cosmic muon data collected during CRAFT08 is used in present analysis. The CRAFT08 data is re-processed for
recently evaluated magnetic field in CMS and an event filter is applied based on the condition of reconstructed
muon track in the event pass definitely through the tracker subsystem, the inner detector of CMS. It can happen
for events where incident muon may be bent due to the magnetic field in such a way that it does not pass through
tracker at all. A track is propagated upto a cylinder of radius 90 cm and track is rejected if z-position of propagated
position is greater than 130 cm. The sample used is

/Cosmics/Commissioning08 CRAFT ALL V12 229 Tosca090322 ReReco FromTrackerPointing v1/RAW-RECO

after skimming using the filter ′HLTMuonPointingF ilter′ runs used in analysis listed in Table 1 (detailed
information of good runs available somewhere else [3]). Since the aim of the present analysis is to validate
DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe methods it is plausible to merge data from different runs to increase statistics.

Monte Carlo sample used is also processed with new B-field configuration and filters for tracker pointing tracks.
These events generated using Cosmic events generator CMSCGEN [4]

/CosmicMC BON 10GeV AllCMS/Winter09 COSMMC 22X V6 TrackingPointing ToscaMap090322 v1/GEN-SIM-RAW-RECO

3 Muon Track Selection and Trigger Matching
3.1 Track Selection:
The standard ′cosmicMuons1Leg′ track collection has been used. This collection stores the information of muon
tracks reconstructed in Muon chamber only using 1-Leg reconstruction algorithm. Following conditions are ap-
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Runs Number
Run Number number of events
66676 143182
66722 347929
66740 185505
66746 198530
66748 287440
66783 267735
67818 420791

Table 1: List of good runs used.

plied for selection of good tracks:

1. Only those tracks are selected which are travelling from top to bottom (i.e., py < 0.).

2. Each track is required to have some minimum momentum value (p > 5 GeV)

3. To select good tracks it is required that the track is reconstructed based on sufficient number of hits in the
DT and RPC chambers (hitsDT + hitsRPC > 20).

The relative efficiencies of track selection cuts is shown in Table 2 for MC and data (different runs).

Run→ data Monte-Carlo
Cut ↓
downward tracks 91.56 ± 0.02 96.53 ± 0.02
Momentum > 5 GeV 79.62 ± 0.03 92.85 ± 0.03
HitsDT + HitsRPC > 20 88.59 ± 0.03 86.82 ± 0.03

Table 2: Efficiency (%) of various track selection cuts for different run and MC.

3.2 Trigger Matching
DT and RPC barrel trigger candidates are used in the present analysis. Trigger candidates in full 3BX (3 bunch-
crossing) windows are considered to include the trigger candidates which also should have fired 1BX earlier or
later. This is done to account for the fact that the trigger sectors could not be timed betterthan 10ns due to the
nature of the cosmic muon events.

The trigger candidates are matched with the propagated position of the track at the 2nd muon station. For the
trigger matching only ∆Φ between track and trigger candidates is used since the η value of the DT trigger is mis-
configured. Matching condition for different methods is displayed in Table 3. Figure 1 shows the η × Φ map of
trigger candidates in DT and RPC.

L1 efficiency DT matching at Top DT matching at Bottom RPC matching at Top RPC matching at Bottom
Tag&Probe method

DT efficiency 0.872 rad. (50o) 0.872 rad. (50o) - 0.513 rad. (30 o)
RPC efficiency - 0.872 rad. (50o) 0.872 rad. (50o) 0.513 rad. (30 o)

DTvsRPC method
DT efficiency 0.872 rad. (50o) - 0.513 rad. (30 o) -
RPC efficiency 0.872 rad. (50o) - 0.872 rad. (50o) -

Table 3: Trigger Matching condition for different methods
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Figure 1: η × Φ map of DT (left) and RPC (right) trigger candidates for data.

4 Methodology of Efficiency measurement
In data driven method for trigger efficiency measurement, basic requirement is to look for an independent trigger
which enforces the trigger under study to get fired in ideal case. Thus there is redundancy to use one condition
against the other. If trigger is not fired even after presence of such an independent trigger that will lead to inef-
ficiency of that trigger. In case of Tag&Probe method, independent trigger is checked in the bottom half of the
detector. If a trigger is found in the bottom, ie, lower part of the track, that means the muon coming from top
direction has indeed traversed the detector and must have passed the trigger detectors (DT and or RPC) in the
top. Trigger system in Muon chamber is quite redundant, since RPC/DT chambers is placed in between DT/RPC
chambers. DTvsRPC method make use of this fact. For estimating DT (RPC) efficiency by this method, first RPC
(DT) trigger is checked. This enforces DT (RPC) trigger to be fired because of the redundancy of the Muon trigger
system. In Muon chamber, trigger calculation is done on the 2nd muon station, therefore, every matching is done
in 2nd muon station only.

4.1 Tag&Probe method
The track is propagated upto 2nd muon station (R = 500 cm, average radius of 2nd Muon station) taking the out-
ermost hit point of the track. The direction of propagation need to be defined carefully otherwise propagation will
be in the wrong half. If the 2D distance (r =

√
x2 + y2, where x and y are the co-ordinates of the outermost hit

point) of the outermost point from the beamspot is greater than 500 cm, it is propagated in a direction opposite
to the momentum of the track otherwise, if r < 500 cm, the propagation proceeds along the momentum direction.
Sometimes, because of the possibility of a low momentum track curling back to upper half, these tracks are re-
jected by requiring Φ of the propagated position to be -ve. The propagated position of tracks at 2nd muon station
in bottom half is matched with DT/RPC trigger candidates only using ∆Φ condition as discussed above. If any
matched trigger candidate is found, that track is tagged.

The tagged track is then propagated upto 2nd muon station (r = 500 cm) taking the innermost hit point of the
track. Again propagation is decided depending on the position of the innermost hit point. If the 2D distance of
the outermost point is greater than 500 cm, it is propagated along the momentum of track, otherwise opposite to
momentum. The propagated position of track at 2nd muon station in top half is matched with DT (RPC) trigger
candidates using ∆Φ condition. If a trigger candidate is found in the vicinity of the track position, that track is
identified as probe.

4.2 DTvsRPC method
In this method it is possible to estimate trigger efficiency in any direction but in present analysis only efficiency
of the top half of the muon detectors is estimated. This method is also helpful in estimating L1 efficiency for low
momentum tracks which is not possible in Tag&Probe method. In this method, starting from the innermost hit
point, the track is propagated upto 2nd muon station (r = 500 cm) in top half using stepping helix propagator. For
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estimation of DT trigger efficiency, first RPC trigger candidates are checked in the vicinity of the propagated track
and then matching is done using ∆Φ between trigger candidate and propagated position of the track. If atleast one
matched RPC trigger candidate is found, DT trigger candidates are checked in the region. For estimation of RPC
efficiency, first DT trigger candidates are looked in the vicinity of the track and if matched DT trigger candidate
is found the RPC trigger candidates are checked whether they are matching with track or not. This method does
not give reliable estimation of the trigger efficiencies in the regions where DT and RPC triggers have correlated
inefficiencies like gaps between sectors and wheels, chimnies etc.

4.3 Combined method
This method is combination of the above two methods: Tag&Probe and DTvsRPC which are found to be in good
agreement with each other. First it is ensured that the event is triggered by independent triggers i.e.. either same
type of subdetector is fired or the other type of subdetector is fired in any part of CMS (top or bottom sections). For
estimation of DT efficiency, events are selected if DT is fired at bottom half or RPC is fired in any direction (top
or bottom). For these selected events, DT trigger candidates are checked in the top half. However, for estimation
of RPC efficiency, events are selected if RPC is fired at bottom half or DT is fired in any direction (top or bottom).
For these selected events, DT trigger candidates are checked in the top half.

5 Results and Discussions
Figure 2(a) shows the z × Φ (measured at the 2nd station of muon chamber) map of DT (left plot) and RPC
(right plot) efficiency at the 2nd muon station estimated using DTvsRPC method for data. The drop in efficiency at
different z×Φ region is mainly due to the geometrical acceptance like gap between wheels, crack between adjecant
sectors and chimney for transporting cables out of the detector. In other region DT/RPC trigger is quite efficient.
Figure 2(b) shows the z × Φ map of DT and RPC trigger efficiency estimated using Tag&Probe method. Trigger
efficiency estimated by Tag&Probe method shows the similar trend as that of estimated by DTvsRPC method.
Again there is drop in DT/RPC efficiencies, estimated by Tag&Probe method, in the cracks/gaps as clear from the
Figure 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the ratio of DT and RPC efficiencies estimated using DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe
method. It is also clear that both methods are in good agreement over most of the z×Φ space except in geometrical
acceptance regions (crack/gap between wheels and sectors). DTvsRPC method does not give the reliable efficiency
estimation in the region wherever DT and RPC triggers have correlated inefficiencies. Therefore, in the crack
regions DTvsRPC method gives higher efficiency than expected. This is also clear from the Figure 2(c) that the
ratio is low in geometrical acceptance region. Tag&Probe gives better estimation of the trigger efficiencies in these
regions.

Figure 3(a) shows the z × Φ (measured at the 2nd station of muon chamber) map of DT (left plot) and RPC (right
plot) efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC method for cosmic Monte Carlo sample. Figure 3(b) shows the z× Φ
map of DT (left plot) and RPC (right plot) efficiency estimated using Tag&Probe method using MC whereas Figure
3(c) shows the ratio of DT and RPC efficiencies estimated using two methods in z× Φ space. From these plots it
is clear that two methods give similar performance for MC as well like efficiency drop in crack regions, behavior
of DTvsRPC method in correlated inefficiencies regions.

Figure 4(a) displays the DT efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC as well as Tag&Probe method as well as their
ratios, as a function of the track momentum measured at the 2nd Muon station. For high momentum tracks in DT
chambers the efficiency from the two methods differ by 8-12% which is also clear from the ratios as shown in figure
4(a), bottom, right. It is the same situation for RPC efficiencies, a difference of 8-12% between the 2 methods, as
shown in figure 4(b). This difference in two method is pronounced mainly in crack/gap regions between wheels
and sectors as discussed already regarding Figure 2(c) and 3(c) which showsthe ratio of DT and RPC efficiencies
estimated using two methods in z ×Φ space.

To check the performances of DT and RPC subsystems in the absence of any crack, only the center portions of the
top 3 sectors are considered at the center of the wheels by imposing following conditions on z and Φ position at
2nd muon station.

• (|z-position| < 100 cm) OR (|z-position| < 300 cm and |z-position| > 200 cm ) OR (|z-position| < 550 cm
and |z-position| > 450 cm ).

• (Φ > 0.96 rad. and Φ < 1.13 rad. ) OR (Φ > 1.48 rad. and Φ < 1.66 rad.) OR (Φ > 2.01 rad. and Φ < 2.18
rad.)
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After removing crack regions the two methods are found to be in good agreement with each other. Figure 5 shows
the DT/RPC efficiency estimated as function of track momentum after imposing the above conditions. Figure 5(a)
shows the DT efficiency estimated using two methods on the left whereas the ratio of DT efficiencies estimated
using two methods for data and MC are shown on the right. Here the disagreement between two method is only
of 2-3%. Figure 5(b) shows RPC efficiency estimated using Tag&Probe and DTvsRPC method after removal of
cracks etc. Even in case of RPC triggers two method differ by 2-3%. The difference between two methods is more
dominant at low momentum where DTvsRPC method yields higher values of efficiency.

The final method is a combination of Tag&Probe and DTvsRPC methods. Figure 6 shows the comparison RPC and
DT efficiencies estimated using three methods for data and cosmic MC. In low momentum range the combined
method has small domination from DTvsRPC method whereas over the full range, the combined method gives
results closer to that from Tag&Probe method as shown in figure 6. This is because of the fact that in the center
of the sectors the two methods (DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe) agree well and in most of the regions two methods
overlap (except crack regions). In addition, the Tag&Probe method covers those regions better where DT and RPC
have correlated inefficiencies (due to cracks etc.). On low momentum side, DTvsRPC method dominate because
low momentum tracks are mostly rejected by Tag&Probe method which require the track to propagate almost the
full detector.

Figure 7 shows the ratio DT and RPC efficiencies estimated for positive and negative charges using different
methods as a function of track momentum. The L1 trigger efficiencies estimated by using the three methods is
independent of charge of the tracks as clear from Figure 7 which is expected. Table 4 gives the integrated L1
trigger efficiencies estimated using different methods.

Method Trigger Charge data Monte-Carlo

DTvsRPC method
DT Eff. µ+ 95.29 ± 0.06 97.44 ± 0.07

µ− 95.15 ± 0.07 97.49 ± 0.08

RPC Eff. µ+ 87.04 ± 0.10 72.24 ± 0.17
µ− 86.62 ± 0.11 72.44 ± 0.19

Tag&Probe method
DT Eff. µ+ 92.56 ± 0.08 96.97 ± 0.07

µ− 93.12 ± 0.09 97.00 ± 0.08

RPC Eff. µ+ 86.24 ± 0.11 71.99 ± 0.18
µ− 86.58 ± 0.12 72.07 ± 0.20

Combined method
DT Eff. µ+ 92.94 ± 0.07 96.90 ± 0.07

µ− 93.19 ± 0.08 96.90 ± 0.07

RPC Eff. µ+ 85.07 ± 0.10 71.82 ± 0.16
µ− 84.98 ± 0.11 71.98 ± 0.19

Table 4: DT/RPC trigger efficiency estimated using different method.

6 Conclusion
Data driven methods for estimation of L1 trigger efficiencies have been studied in this report based on CRAFT08
data in CMS experiment. DTvsRPC method is useful in getting efficiency in low momentum region where
Tag&Probe method may not give measurement because of the constraint that the track should propagate through
almost full (from top to bottom) detector. DTvsRPC method has limitation to describe the regions where DT and
RPC have correlated inefficiencies but Tag&Probe cover these region well. So by combining two methods one can
get average performance of the two methods. All the three methods (DTvsRPC, Tag&Probe and Combined) yield
similar results within a fluctuation of about 2-3% at the center of the sectors.
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(a): DT efficiency using DTvsRPC method.

(b): DT efficiency using Tag&Probe method.

(c): Ratio of DT efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe method

Figure 2: z-position×Φ map of DT efficiency for CRAFT08 runs and MC: (a) efficiency using DTvsRPC method,
(b) efficiency using Tag&Probe method,(c) ratio of estimated DT efficiency using two methods
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(a): DT efficiency using DTvsRPC method.

(b): DT efficiency using Tag&Probe method.

(c): Ratio of DT efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe method

Figure 3: z-position×Φ map of DT efficiency for CRAFT08 runs and MC: (a) efficiency using DTvsRPC method,
(b) efficiency using Tag&Probe method,(c) ratio of estimated DT efficiency using two methods
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(a) : DT efficiency

(b) : RPC efficiency

Figure 4: DT and RPC efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe method as function of track momen-
tum.
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(a) : DT efficiency

(b) : RPC efficiency

Figure 5: DT and RPC efficiency estimated using DTvsRPC and Tag&Probe method as function of track momen-
tum after removing geometrical cracks.
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(a) : DT efficiency

(b) : RPC efficiency

Figure 6: Comparison of 3 methods
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(a) : DT efficiency

(b) : RPC efficiency

Figure 7: Ratio of DT/RPC efficiency for positive and negative charged muons estimated using 3 different methods.
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